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Claremont	Colleges	Library:	7Cs	
Computer	Science	Curriculum	-	
2013-14
r
Degree	Requirements
CMC TComputer	Science	Sequence
CSCI	051	CM	-	Introduction	to	Computer	Science
MATH	055	CM	-	Discrete	Mathematics	(or	CSCI	55	PO	-	
Discrete	Mathematics)
CSCI	062	CM	-	Data	Structures	and	Advanced	Programming
Three	computer	science	electives
Harvey	Mudd
Computer	Science	Major r
CS	Foundation	Requirement
CS	60	(or	CS	42).	Principles	of	Computer	Science
Math	55.	Discrete	Mathematics
CS	70.	Data	Structures	and	Program	Development
CS	81.	Computability	and	Logic
CS	Kernel	Requirement
CS	105.	Computer	Systems
CS	121.	Software	Development
CS	131.	Programming	Languages
CS	140.	Algorithms
CS	Elective	RequirementStudents	are	required	to	complete	nine	units	of	electives.
CS	Clinic	Requirement
Each	CS	student	is	required	to	enroll	in	the	CS	Clinic	(CS	
183	and	184)	for	one	full	academic	year	(two	semesters	in	
the	same	academic	year).
CS	Colloquium	RequirementFinally,	the	CS	Colloquium	(CS	195)	is	required	for	both	semesters	of	both	the	junior	and	senior	year.
Joint	Major	in	Computer	Science	and	Mathematics r
Four	Kernel	Courses	in	Computer	Science	and	Mathematics
Math	55.	Discrete	Mathematics
CS	60	(or	CS	42).	Principles	of	Computer	Science
CS	81.	Computability	and	Logic
CS	140	(joint-listed	as	Math	168).	Algorithms
Three	Computer	Science	Courses
CS	70.	Data	Structures	and	Program	Development
CS	105.	Computer	Systems
CS	131.	Programming	Languages
Three	Mathematics	Courses
Math	131.	Analysis	I
Math	164.	Scientific	Computing	or	Math	165.	Numerical	
Analysis
Math	171.	Abstract	Algebra	I
Clinic
Two	semesters	are	required,	ordinarily	taken	during	the	
senior	year.	Joint	Majors	will	work	on	a	Clinic	project	from	
mathematics	(2	semesters	of	MATH	193)	or	one	from	
computer	science	(CS	183-184),	or	on	an	interdisciplinary	
project	(CSMT	183-184).	CS	121,	Software	Development,	is	
strongly	recommended	for	students	wishing	to	take	the	CS	
Clinic.
Electives
Eight	units	of	upper	division	technical	electives:	these	
electives	can	be	from	math,	computer	science	or	other	
departments	(but	must	include	at	least	two	units	of	
mathematics	and	at	least	two	units	of	computer	science),	
and	must	be	chosen	with	approval	of	the	advisors	so	that	a	
coherent	program	is	formed.	
Colloquia
Students	are	required	to	attend	two	semesters	of	Computer	
Science	Colloquium	(CS	195),	one	semester	of	Mathematics	
Colloquium	(Math	199)	and	one	semester	of	Math	Forum	
(Math	198).
Mathematical	and	Computational	Biology	Major r
Introductory	Sequence
Math	55.	Discrete	Mathematics
Bio	54.	Biology	Laboratory
Biology/Math	118.	Mathematical	and	Computational	Biology
Biology	Foundations
Any	three	of	the	following:
Bio	101.	Comparative	Physiology
Bio	108.	Ecology	and	Environmental	Biology
Bio	109.	Evolutionary	Biology
Bio	113.	Molecular	Genetics
One	biology	seminar
One	biology	laboratory
Mathematical	and	Computation	Courses
One	of
Biology/Math	119.	Mathematical	Biology	II
Bio	188.	Computational	Biology
One	3-unit	mathematics	course	chosen	with	your	advisor.
One	3-unit	computer-science	course	chosen	with	your	
advisor.
Five	units	of	additional	coursework	in	mathematics	or	
computer	science
Electives,	Thesis,	and	Colloquium
One	technical	elective	chosen	with	advisor
Senior	thesis	or	C linic
Colloquium	and	Forum
Bio	191/192.	Biology	Colloquium
Mathematics	198.	Undergraduate	Mathematics	Forum
One	semester	of	“joint”	colloquium	(0.5	units).
Computer	Science	Minor r
Math	55:	Discrete	Mathematics
CS	60	(or	CS	42):	Principles	of	Computer	Science
CS	70:	Data	Structures	and	Program	Development
One	of	the	following:
CS	105:	Computer	Systems
CS	121:	Software	Development
CS	131:	Programming	Languages
CS	140:	Algorithms
One	other	upper	division	CS	course	chosen	with	the	
consultation	and	approval	of	the	minor	advisor.
Pomona T
Computer	Science	Major
CS	Foundation	courses
CS	51	(Introduction	to	Computer	Science)
CS	52	(Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science)
CS	55	(Discrete	Mathematics)
CS	62	(Data	Structures	and	Program	Development)
CS	81	(Computability	and	Logic)
Mathematics	courses
Math	31	(Calculus	II)
Math	60	(Linear	Algebra)
CS	Core	courses
CS	105	(Computer	Systems)
CS	131	(Programming	Languages)
CS	140	(Algorithms)
ElectivesThree	additional	upper-division	courses	in	computer	science.
Senior	Courses
CS	190	(Senior	Seminar)
CS	192	(Senior	Project	--	1/2	course)	or	CS	191	(Senior	
Research	and	Thesis	in	CS	--	full	course	taken	both	
semesters)	or	the	Computer	Science	clinic	at	HMC	(full	
course	taken	both	semesters).	Students	wishing	to	satisfy	
the	senior	exercise	using	either	the	senior	thesis	(CS	191)	or	
the	clinic	at	HMC	(CS	183/184)	must	obtain	permission	from	
the	department	early	in	the	second	semester	of	their	junior	
year.
Computer	Science	Minor
CSCI	51	(Introduction	to	Computer	Science)	or	CSCI	30	
(Computation	and	Cognition)
CS	52	(Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science)
CSCI	55	(Discrete	Mathematics)	or	Math	103	or	Math	58
Three	Computer	Science	courses	numbered	62	or	higher
CGUPh.D	in	Computational	Science r
Clubs	&	Organizations 5Cs 5C	Hackathon T
Library	Resources
Library	liaison:	Sam	Kome
Computer	Science	Databases
Computer	Science	Research	Guide
Courses
CMC
Complete	course	listing
Computer	Science
CSCI	051	-	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CSCI	052	-	Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science r
CSCI	062	-	Data	Structures	and	Advanced	Programming r
CSCI	133	CM	-	Database	Systems r
CSCI	135	CM	-	Distributed	Software	Architecture r
CSCI	181	CM	-	Special	Topics	in	Computer	Science r
Mathematics MATH	055	CM	-	Discrete	Mathematics r
Courses	by	term
Fall	2013
CSCI051	CM-01	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CSCI062	CM-01	Data	Structures	&Adv	Programming r
Spring	2014
CSCI051	CM-01	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CSCI133	CM-01	Database	Systems r
Harvey	Mudd
Complete	course	listing
CS	5.	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CS	5GR.	Introduction	to	Biology	and	Computer	Science r
CS	42.	Principles	and	Practice	of	Computer	Science r
CS	60.	Principles	of	Computer	Science r
CS	70.	Data	Structures	and	Program	Development r
CS	81.	Computability	and	Logic r
CS	105.	Computer	Systems r
CS	121.	Software	Development r
CS	125.	Computer	Networks r
CS	131.	Programming	Languages r
CS	132.	Compiler	Design r
CS	133.	Databases r
CS	134.	Operating	Systems:	Design	and	Implementation r
CS	136.	Advanced	Computer	Architecture r
CS	137.	File	Systems r
CS	140.	Algorithms r
CS	142.	Complexity	Theory r
CS	144.	Scientific	Computing r
CS	147.	Computer	Systems	Performance	Analysis r
CS	151.	Artificial	Intelligence r
CS	152.	Neural	Networks r
CS	153.	Computer	Vision r
CS	154.	Robotics r
CS	155.	Computer	Graphics r
CS	156.	Parallel	and	Real-Time	Computing r
CS	157.	Computer	Animation r
CS	158.	Machine	Learning r
CS	159.	Natural	Language	Processing r
CS	181-182.	Computer	Science	Seminar r
CS	183-184.	Computer	Science	Clinic	I,	II r
CS	185.	Computer	Science	Research	I r
CS	186.	Computer	Science	Research	II r
CS	189.	Programming	Practicum r
CS	191-192.	Computer	Science	Project	I,	II r
CS	195.	Computer	Science	Colloquium r
CS	197-198.	Advanced	Problems	in	Computer	Science r
Courses	by	term
Fall	2013
CSCI	5	HM	1	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CSCI	42	HM	1	Principles	&	Practice:	Comp	Sci r
CSCI	60	HM	1	Principles	of	Computer	Science r
CSCI	70	HM	1	Data	Structures	&	Program	Development r
CSCI	81	HM	1	Computability	and	Logic r
CSCI	105	HM	1	Computer	Systems r
CSCI	121	HM	1	Software	Development r
CSCI	140	HM	1	Algorithms r
CSCI	151	HM	1	Artificial	Intelligence r
CSCI	158	HM	1	Machine	Learning r
CSCI	181G	HM	1	Concurrency	in	Computation	/	Computer	
Science	Seminar
CSCI	181F	HM	1	Verification-Centric	Softw	Engrg	/	
Computer	Science	Seminar
CSCI	183	HM	1	Computer	Science	Clinic	I r
CSCI	185	HM	2	Computer	Science	Research	I
CSCI	189	HM	1	Programming	Practicum r
CSCI	191	HM	2	Computer	Science	Project	I r
CSCI	195	HM	1	Computer	Science	Colloquium r
CSCI	197	HM	1	Advanced	Problems	in	Computer	Science
Spring	2014
CSCI	60	HM	1	Principles	of	Computer	Science r
CSCI	70	HM	1	Data	Structures	and	Program	Development r
CSCI	81	HM	1	Computability	and	Logic r
CSCI	105	HM	1	Computer	Systems r
CSCI	121	HM	1	Software	Development r
CSCI	125	HM	1	Computer	Networks r
CSCI	131	HM	1	Programming	Languages r
CSCI	134	HM	1	Operating	Systems r
CSCI	137	HM	1	File	Systems r
CSCI	140	HM	1	Algorithms r
CSCI	144	HM	1	Scientific	Computing r
CSCI	151	HM	1	Artificial	Intelligence r
CSCI	152	HM	1	Neural	Networks r
CSCI	182F	HM	1	Front-end	Development r
CSCI	182E	HM	1	Distributed	Systems r
CSCI	184	HM	1	Computer	Science	Clinic	II r
CSCI	186	HM	1	Computer	Science	Research	II
CSCI	189	HM	1	Programming	Practicum r
CSCI	192	HM	1	Computer	Science	Project	II
CSCI	195	HM	1	Computer	Science	Colloquium r
CSCI	198	HM	1	Advanced	Problems	in	Computer	Science
CSMT	184	HM	1	Computer	Science	&	Math	Colloquium r
Pomona
Complete	Course	Listing T
Courses	for	Non-Majors CS	30	Computation	and	Cognition r
CS	Foundation	Courses
CS	51	Introduction	to	Computer	Science r
CS	52	Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science r
CS	55	Discrete	Mathematics r
CS	62	Data	Structures	and	Advanced	Programming r
CS	81	Computability	and	Logic r
CS	Core	Courses
CS	105	Computer	Systems r
CS	131	Programming	Languages r
CS	140	Algorithms r
Upper-Level	Courses
CS	121	Software	Development r
CS	124	Non-Traditional	User	Interfaces r
CS	125	Computer	Networks r
CS	132	Compiler	Design r
CS	133	Databases	and	Knowledge-Based	Systems r
CS	134	Advanced	Operating	Systems r
CS	136	Advanced	Computer	Architecture r
CS	143	Applied	Algorithms r
CS	151	Artificial	Intelligence r
CS	152	Neural	Networks r
CS	153	Computer	Vision r
CS	154	Robotics r
CS	155	Computer	Graphics r
CS	156	Parallel	Computing r
CS	157	Computer	Animation r
CS	158	Machine	Learning r
CS	159	Natural	Language	Processing r
CS	160	Introduction	to	Information	Retrieval r
CS	181,182	Seminar	in	Computer	Science r
CS	183,184	Computer	Science	Clinic r
CS	190	Senior	Seminar r
CS	191	Senior	Research	and	Thesis	in	CS r
CS	192	Senior	Project r
CS	99,199	Independent	Study:	Reading	and	Research r
Courses	by	term
Fall	2013
CSCI051	PO-01	Intro	to	Computer	Science	w/Lab r
CSCI052	PO-01	Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science r
CSCI131	PO-01	Programming	Languages r
CSCI140	PO-01	Algorithms r
CSCI151	PO-01	Artificial	Intelligence r
CSCI181H	PO-01	Mobile	Software	Development r
CSCI190	PO-01	Computer	Science	Senior	Seminar r
CSCI191	PO-04	Sr	Research/Thesis	Computer	Sci
CSCI192	PO-08	Senior	Project
Spring	2014
CSCI030	PO-01	Computation	&	Cognition	w/Lab r
CSCI051	PO-01	Intro	to	Computer	Science	w/Lab r
CSCI052	PO-01	Fundamentals	of	Computer	Science r
CSCI055	PO-01	Discrete	Mathematics r
CSCI062	PO-01	Data	Structures	Adv	Programming r
CSCI081	PO-01	Computability	&	Logic r
CSCI105	PO-01	Computer	Systems r
CSCI151	PO-01	Artificial	Intelligence r
CSCI181H	PO-01	Mobile	Software	Development r
CSCI191	PO-04	Sr	Research/Thesis	Computer	Sci
CSCI192	PO-08	Senior	Project
Joint	Science
Complete	Course	Listing PHYS108	KS-01	Programming	for	Science+Engineer r
Courses	by	term Fall	2013 PHYS108	KS-01	Programming	for	Science+Engineer r
Faculty
CMC
Arthur	Lee
Research	Interests:	Programming	languages,	Database	
systems
Harvey	Mudd
Zach	Dodds
Research	Interests:	Robotics	and	Computer	Vision	in	
Undergraduate	Education
Mike	Erlinger
TResearch	Interests:	High	Speed	Networking	and	Increasing	Computer	Science	Awareness	in	Youth
Bob	Keller
TResearch	Interests:	Intelligent	Music	Software,	Neural	Networks,	Programming	Languages
Geoff	Kuenning
TResearch	Interests:	File	Systems
Colleen	Lewis
TResearch	Interests:	Computer	Science	Education
Ran	Libeskind-Hadas
TResearch	Interests:	Algorithms	for	Optical	Networks,	Computational	Biology
Melissa	O'Neill
TResearch	Interests:	Programming	Languages,	Parallel	Computing
Chris	Stone
TResearch	Interests:	Theory	and	Implementation	of	Programming	Languages
Elizabeth	Sweedyk
TResearch	Interests:	Computer	Games
Ben	Wiedermann
TResearch	Interests:	Programming	Languages
Pomona T
Kim	B.	Bruce
T
Research	Interests:		programming	language	design,	the	
semantics	and	pragmatics	of	natural	languages,	and	
Computer	Science	education
Everett	L.	Bull,	Jr.
TResearch	Interests:	theory	of	computation,	applications	of	logic,	and	security
Tzu-Yi	Chen
TResearch	Interests:	complex	networks,	sparse	matrix	computations,	algorithms,	and	computer	science	education
Sara	Owsley	Sood
T
Research	Interests:	artificial	intelligence,	machine	learning,	
social	media,	information	retrieval,	and	human-computer	
interaction
